Finally there’s a training device to teach
a dog to tug that makes the process both fun and easy!
The Tug It! automatically delivers food reinforcement as the dog clamps down on it. The harder the dog mouths the Tug It!,
the more food reinforcement the dog gets. Simply fill the Tug It! with your dog’s favorite food and let the training begin!
Available in 2 models ($14.95 for each or both models for $25.95): Starter – wider weave makes it easier for dog
to get food reinforcement or Advanced – tighter weave means the dog must tug harder to get food reinforcement.
Made of strong yet soft nylon/polyester. Machine washable. Made in the USA.
Available at:

www.nosetouch.com
888-711-PETS(7387)
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Check out all of the other innovative It! products too.
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By Tom Francis and the Windy City
Agility Club Instructors

Note: Some dogs will pass up 10 treats for that
special toy. If that description fits your dog, check
with your instructor for tips on working with toys as
rewards during class.

Managing Nature Calls
When arriving at class, your dog will typically have
been in the car for a while and be ready to visit
nature. This time is well spent. If your dog does
need to relieve himself after he is in the building
you have two scenarios:
• Best case: Your dog will let you know it’s time
for a walk, but you will lose some of the class
time that you paid for.
• Worst case: Your dog will soil the course, then
everyone loses course time. Guess who gets to
clean up?
Note: Agility class is a new place with lots of new
people, lots of new dogs, and lots of neat stuff to do;
all are very exciting and stimulating to a dog. So, one
trip to potty will probably not be sufficient, especially
in your first several classes. Watch for your dog’s
signals and respond accordingly.

During Class
Listen to Instructors
© 2006 Joel Bogart
© JOEL R. BOGART

working my way through
agility classes
with my Aussie/Shepherd
mix partner,
I was deeply
AWhileguide
to beginner
your
first
agility
class
impressed by the insights and willingness to share that characterized the instructors of Windy City Agility
byhave
Tom
Francis
Club. Agility clearly has many matters of etiquette, as do other sports, which
evolved
to make the
entire experience more productive and enjoyable. Our agility “manners” were instilled along with other
essentials as we progressed through the classes.

They have considerable experience and have
become instructors because they love to see
dogs and handlers learn, succeed, and have fun
along the way.

Watch and Learn from Others

A class may commonly have a beginner dog paired
with an experienced handler. This is usually one
In the spirit of “wishing that I knew then what I know now,” I volunteered to compile what I learned through
of several dogs they have (agility handlers tend to
Legal Stuff
Courtesy
of
the generosity and patience of the instructorsWe
sowelcome
that it could
be shared with other newcomers to agility.
your use of this document for your own club or training have multiple-dog households). Watching these
Here is the result of that effort.
purposes. However, as this document is the cumulative work of several people work with their “new” dogs is a great
contributors and is copyrighted, we require the following “rules”:
Editors’ Note: While it is not permissible to make copies of Clean Run articles without the written permission of
learning experience.
Should you wish to use it, the document should be used only in its
Clean Run and the author, we are making an exception
with copyright
this article.
Clean Runonand
thepage
authors
invite you
entirety with
information
each
and acknowledgeManage Your Dog
page intact.and so on, as long as you give proper credit.
to share this information with friends, students,ments
club members,

Before Class

Any use of it on a web site should be via a link to the document on the Windy City Agility Club website at:
http://www.windycityagility.org/agilityetiquette.pdf

Managing Meals and Treats
Classdog
Etiquette
• ©2006
Tom Francis/Windy
City Agility
Club,
Inc. their dogs
The maxim,Agility
“A hungry
is a motivated
dog,” encourages
some people
either not
to feed
before class (they get plenty to eat during the class) or to feed them a smaller meal, or perhaps a meal
at an earlier time than normal. You might use another variation depending on an individual dog’s feeding
schedule. What is best for your dog can be learned only by trying different regimens. Keep track of what
works and after a few weeks you will know the best schedule for your teammate.
Treats are one of the primary motivators for agility training (praise and toys being the others). Soft treats
are the best choice, because they are less likely to cause choking when gulped by an excited dog. If your
dog really prefers hard treats, break them up into small, easy-to-swallow pieces. As a courtesy to other
students, please try to retrieve any treats that have fallen on the course during your run. Your dog will be
glad to help!
Treat bags that hang from your belt are very handy. Should you decide to enter competitions, however, no
treats or treat bags are allowed in the ring. Your dog may take the absence of a treat bag as a clear signal
of “no treats today” and act accordingly. For some dogs, the presence or absence of a treat bag is not a
problem; so you will see some handlers using treat bags regularly and some avoiding them.
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Agility class is a shared environment with dogs
and handlers of different stripes, spots, patches,
preferences, and temperaments. Being aware of
and respecting those differences is essential to a
productive and enjoyable class experience.
Agility class is not puppy play time. Classes other
than agility encourage direct interaction between
dogs. If that is what you are seeking, these venues
can be great fun and we encourage you to go. But
agility class is not one of them. To that end:
• Be respectful of each dog’s space. Some dogs
do not like other dogs in “their space.” Allow a
minimum 3’ to 4’ buffer zone between dogs.
• Dogs are to be on leash at all times, except when
the instructor has given consent to be off leash
for training on specific obstacles or running
the course.
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• When you finish a run, your dog should be placed
back on leash immediately after completing the
run (at this point, another dog is waiting to be
taken off leash).

than trying to fold and stuff it in your pocket. Since
the starting and ending points of the run are rarely
in the same area, you can save class time by
helping other handlers retrieve their leashes.

• When it is not your turn, guide your dog to a
neutral area either on or off the course where you
will not be in the path of dogs running the course.

• Admonish the dog that wants to see the world
(dogs that run off the course or out of the training
area). When dealt with immediately, this
training problem can almost always be nipped
in the bud, to everyone’s benefit. If not, the
behavior rapidly becomes self-rewarding for
the offending dog(s) and robs the entire
group of precious class time.

• While running a course, sometimes a particular
obstacle may point your dog directly at a group
of waiting dogs or an exit from the ring. If you have
concerns about this, let the instructor know and
an assistant can be asked to help block the exit.
Note: The guidelines for managing your dog also
apply before class, after class, in the building, and
out of the building. The dogs that often need special
attention in this regard are the younger dogs that
“love everybody,” including other dogs. Their desire
to socialize with every dog they see may result
in their invading the space of a dog that does not
welcome such exuberant advances.

Maximize Training Time
• Take the mystery out of who goes first. During
class, each dog and handler get several turns.
But the question is often, “Who goes next?” If
the dogs are all about the same size, anyone
can go next in the first round. After that, keep it
simple. Note the order you ran in the first round,
and then follow that order for the rest of
class. If the dogs vary in size enough to warrant
adjustments in the equipment, the dogs should
be grouped according to size. Then follow that
order for the rest of class.
• Be ready for your turn. When your turn is coming
up, get your dog in position and be ready to start
when the instructor signals you. Always wait
until the dog that ran before you is back on leash.
Keep your dog on a short leash or held by the
collar until you get the instructor’s go signal.
Exception: If the finish line and starting line are
the same area, stay clear until the previous dog
finishes and is back on leash, but be ready to move
into position.

• Help with course setup and changes. Obstacles
get jostled, knocked down, or just have to be
adjusted for different height dogs. The more
people help with this, the more class time for
everyone. Feel free to help out with these tasks.
If you are unsure of what to do, just ask.
Exception: You may have a dog that has problems
when interacting with other dogs. If so, it might
be best to relax with your dog, crate him so that
you can help, and/or keep him occupied with other
tasks (like attention exercises) while others work
on course setup.

• Help other students retrieve their leashes. As a
dog progresses to running off leash, the
leash gets tossed aside (gently) just before
the dog begins his run (standard procedure in
competitions). Tossing the leash takes less time
32

A handling
seminar that
will fit in your
training bag.

When dogs run off the course (for any reason),
in most cases they should (at least the first
time) be given a second chance. When
it appears to be developing into a bad habit,
the dogs must lose their turn and go to
the end of the line. Or, very briefly, out of
the ring for a timeout. It is a rare dog that
doesn’t respond to missing a chance to
“play.” Although that may mean fewer runs
for a few weeks, managing the problem
in this manner will be of great long-term benefit.

What to Do Between Turns
Attention games help your dog learn to focus on
you (Watch Me, Auto Check-in, Eye Contact). You
can calm your dog: with all the activity, it is a great
time to work on calming techniques.
Downtime between turns can be an excellent
time to work on fine-tuning tricks and commands,
especially of the obedience variety. Work on long
sits and long stays in a new environment with new
distractions.
Note: If your dog is sizing up another dog, use one
of the above techniques to get your dog to focus on
you. By training your dog to focus, you will reduce
the possibility of a confrontation.

Final Thoughts
to Consider
Agility Class Is Not Fair
Dogs and handlers learn and negotiate the course
at different speeds. The emphasis in a beginners’
class is familiarization and overcoming any fear
a dog may have of an obstacle. Therefore, some
dogs will get more time and attention than others.
You can still benefit by observing the training
techniques that are being used for the other dogs
and also apply that downtime to between-turns
training techniques.

This special collector’s edition of
Clean Run is all about handling: Linda
Mecklenburg describes her system for
giving the dog early notice of direction
changes, Susan Garrett details correct
front-cross footwork, Jane SimmonsMoake shows how crossing behind a
layer back can put you way ahead, Nancy
Gyes looks at setting up efficient lines, Jo
Sermon explains how to reward turns at a
distance, Deb Jones talks about the blind
cross, Chris Zink shows how to train for
lead changes, Tracy Sklenar explains the
false turn, a photo glossary of handling
maneuvers, and much more! 104 pages

There Are Many Ways to Train a Dog
You will get different suggestions from different
instructors. You will even get different suggestions
from the same instructor. All this information can
be confusing or frustrating. Yet, the instructors
have worked with many dogs (and handlers).
Although we all feel we know our own dog best,
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the instructors realize that we also are more likely to sell our dog short.
Trying something new and different is often just what the agility doctor
ordered. So when you are presented with a challenge, be willing to try
different techniques. The final test is “Does it work for you and your dog?”
These differences are what account for both the challenge and the rewards
of teamwork in agility training.

“In Competition You Will Lose Points If…”
You will often hear this phrase during training class. So what are the rules?
You can get guidance and clarification from the instructors who have had
many dogs in competition. You can also check out the websites of the various
sanctioning organizations. Rule books are generally available for download or
as hard copies for a modest fee.
Last, your class is your special time with your dog. Few training problems are so
dire that they cannot be overcome with time and patience. So, go on, enjoy!

This will be done later
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Author’s Note: I would like to thank the instructors of Windy City Agility Club
who taught me everything I know about agility training; the instructors who
contributed directly to the editing of this document: Chris Eastwood, Gail Kalina,
Barb Krynski, Mickey Schwartz; Lou Bogart for her many hours of contribution as
writing coach, while maintaining throughout her unique blend of humor, attention
to detail, and statesmanship. And, of course, the shelter pup, Ms. Tilley, who
made it all possible.
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Go

Tom Francis is a newcomer to agility. He and his “only dog” Ms. Tilley, a shelter
rescue, participate in UKC and CPE events. They reside in the suburban Chicago
area. You may contact Tom (or Tilley) at never2old2weave@yahoo.com.
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